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Application October 20, 1959, Serial No. 191,260 
(C. 26-63) 4. Cairns. 

1. 
My invention relates to carburetors and is more 

particularly concerned with, but not necessarily 
limited to, a compact, simple, inexpensive, and 
efficient carburetor especially adapted for small 
tools and similar uses and capable of operating 
effectively in all positions. 
An object of my invention is to provide Such a 

carburetor having a new and inproved diaphragm 
arrangement for controlling the flow of fuel. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

such a carburetor having a new and improved 
arrangement of fuel paSSages. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a multi-jet carburetor having new and improved 
means for preventing back-bleed. 

Still another object of my invention is to pro 
Wide a carbureto having a new and improved air 
valve. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

new and improved carburetor wherein the number 
Of close tolerances is reduced to a minimum and 
which accordingly can be manufactured inex 
pensively by mass production methods. 
Other objects and advantages will become ap 

parent as the description proceeds, 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a Sectional elevational View of a pre 

ferred embodiment of ray invention; 
Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional View of the Valve 

means for preventing back-bleed; and 
Fig. 3 is an assembly view largely in vertical 

Section showing a nodified form of my invention 
and its associated fuel tank. 

Referring first to the embodinent of Figs. 1 
and 2 it will be seen that I have illustrated a car 
buretor having a nain body providing an air 
inlet 2 communicating with a choke bore 4 con 
taining the usual choke valve S. A venturi 8 
is between the cinoke bore 3 and throttle bore 
20, the latter containing a throttle valve 22. 

Fuel is Supplied to the carburetor through an 
inlet 24 communicating with a chamber 25 im 
mediately beneath the main fuel valve 28 which 
controls communication between the chamber 26 
and paSSages leading to the main fuel jet 3), idle 
jet 32, and orifice 34. The valve 28 is of frusto 
conical shape and may be integral with or at 
tached to a valve stem 36 which is urged up 
wardly by a spring 38 tending to seat the valve 
28 on a knife edge 4 provided by a valve seat, 
member 2. The Spring 38 is interposed between 
a shoulder 44 provided by the valve seat nein 
ber 42 and a pin 46 extending transversely 
through and projecting fron: both sides of the 
valve stem 36. 
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The fuel valve 28 is moved to open position by 

a pair of diaphragms 43 and 59 located respec 
tively in diaphragm chambers 52 and 54. The 
diaphragm chamber 52 is formed between the 
cupped upper end of the carburetor body 9 and 
the Web 56 of a spacer ring 58, whereas the di 
aphragm chamber 54 is formed hetween the web 
56 and a cover 6. The spacer ring 53 and cover 
66 are secured to the body by screws 62 and 
64. 
The diaphragm 48 is formed of a specially 

treated material which is impervious to gas, 
gasoline, and oil, and which has a certain amount 
of flexibility permitting the central part of the 
diaphragm to move in a vertical direction while 
the periphery of the diaphragm is firmly clamped 
between the Spacer ring 58 and the upper end 
of the body (). The central part of the dia 
phragm 48 is provided with oppositely disposed 
metal plates 68 and 88 secured to the diaphragm 
43 by a rivet 79. The lower face of the rivet 
9 rests upon the upper end of valve stem 36 
but a Spring 2 interposed between plate 66 and 
shoulder 74 prevents this rivet, from exerting any 
downward force on valve stem 3 S as a result of the 
action of gravity on diaphragms 48 and 59 and 
push rod 76. 
The upper diaphragm 55 may be of the same 

construction as the lower diaphragm 48. The 
periphery of diaphragm 5 is firmly clamped be 
tween cover 69 and space ring 58 and the rivet 
8 which clamps metal plates 83 and 82 to the 

Central portion of this diaphragm rests upon the 
upper end of push rod 6. The upper sides of 
the diaphragms are in open coimmunication with 
each other and with atmosphere by way of pas 
Sages 84, 86, 88, 9C, 92, and 94, the latter three 
paSSages being provided in the Special screw 63. 
The upper diaphragm 56 is a dry diaphragm and 

f its lower Side is in communication with venturi 
8 by way of passages 36, 98, and 38. The 
lower diaphragm 38 is a wet diaphragm and has 
its lower side in communication with the fuel 
passages in a manner which I shall hereinafter 
describe. 
The fuel Valve 28 controls flow of fuel from the 

chamber 26 to a second changer 82 formed in 
the valve member 42. This second chamber com 
municates with the main jet 39 by means of pas 
Sages 0, 06, 8, and valve chamber ce. A 
needle valve 2 may be adjusted to regulate the 
alignount of fuel delivered by the jet 3 and this 
needle valve is held in adjusted position by a 
spring 4. The valve chambar and valve 
structure therein is shown more clearly in Fig. 2. 
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The valve chamber if 0 is formed in a two-diam 
eter hollow plug i 2 which is threaded into the 
body fo and has its lower end closed except for 
the jet 30 by a disc 4 press fitted and driven 
into the plug f2. This plug provides an annular 
valve seat is adapted to be engaged by a valve 
member 8 when the latter is raised by reverse 
flow, that is, flow of air into the jet 39. The 
valve member i8 is a free disc of thin material 
Such as metal or cloth and normally rest.S on the 
raised ends of a support 20 so that fuel may flow 
freely down passage 65 and around valve men 
ber 8 to jet 30. 

Fuel chamber 2 also communicates with idle 
jet 32 and olifice 34 to supply fuel thereto. This 
communication is by way of passage 24, valve 
chamber 28, and passages 28, 36, and 32. 
The upper end of passage 2A communicates with 
diaphragm chamber 52 beneath diaphragm 8. 
A feature of my invention lies in the particu 

lar means for admitting additional air when the 
engine is operating at high speed full throttie, 
thus giving the effect of an expandible carbu 
retor. The lower part of the carburetor body 
0 is formed to provide an elongated valve cham 

ber 34 closed by a cover 36 secured to the main 
body 8 by screws 38 and having a Suitable 
sealing gasket 40. A port 42 connects one end 
of elongated chamber 35 with the choke bore 
4 and a second port, is connects the other end 

of the valve chamber 33 with the throttle bore 
28. Within the chamber 34 is a reed valve i45 
secured at one end to body 9 by screw 38. 
The valve 46 may be made of thin sheet steel 

or other suitable resilient material and nor 
mally lies in the full line position shown in Fig. 
1. In this position it closes the port 2 to pre 
vent flow of air through this port and into cham 
ber 34. However, when the differences in pres 
sure between the choke bore : 4 and throttle bore 
2 become sufficiently great, the suction in chan 
ber 34 causes the free end of the valve A6 to 
flex downwardly as indicated in dotted lines to 
admit additional air to the engine. 

It will be understood of course that the car 
buretor is intended to be attached to the intake 
port or manifold of an engine in any suitable 
manner and that, fuel inlet 2 is to be connected 
to a suitable source of fuel Supply. If desired, an 
air filter may be attached to the inlet end of the 
carburetor. Preferably, the source of fuel supply 
is either a fuel pump or a tank located slightly 
above the carburetor and feeding thereto by 
gravity. 
In operating my novel carburetor, needle 

waves f2 and 26 are opened from one-half to 
three-fourths of a turn, and if the engine is 
cold, the choke valve 6 is closed or partly closed 
to enrich the starting mixture; the throttle 
waive 22 would be partly opened; the engine is 
cranked and produces a flow of air through the 
carburetor. Suction caused by this flow of air 
through venturi 8 is conducted by means of 
passages 33, 98, and 95 to the lower side of dia 
phragm 50, with the result that this diaphragm 
is moved downwardly by the atmospheric pres 
sure thereabove and opens fuel valve 28. There 
upon fuel flows past this valve and through the 
short passages communicating with the jets 39 
and 32 and orifice 34. This opening movement 
of the fuel valve 28 is also aided by diaphragm. 
68 since the lower side of this diaphragm con 
municates with high speed jet 3 by Way of paS 
sages 24, 2, 4, 6, 68, and valve chamber 

O. If the choke valve is closed or partly closed 
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4. 
during the starting operation, this valve is re 
turned to fully open position as SOOn as the en 
gine warms up. The throttle valve 22 of course 
is adjusted to give the desired speed of engine 
operation under the load imposed thereon. 

It will be noted that the upper sides of both 
diaphragms 48 and 50 are at all times exposed 
to atmospheric pressure. The lower side of the 
upper or dry diaphragm 5 communicates with 
the venturi 8 so that the pressure beneath this 
diaphragm reflects the suction created in the 
venturi 8 by the flow of air therethrough and 
thus varies with engine demand. The iOWer 
diaphragm acts as a pressure regulator since 
the space therebeneath is filled with fuel. This 
diaphragm tends to vary in accordance With fuel 
pressure and gives automatic compensation for 
variations in the fuel pressure at the fuel intake 
of the carburetor. 
The size of the ports 2 and f4 and the 

spring tension of the reed valve 46 are such that 
this waive renains closed during the starting op 
eration and even when the engine is operating 
at lowest speed with wide open throttie Valve. 
However, if the engine speed at wide open 
throttle is increased, as, for example, by decreas 
ing engine load, the reed valve 46 flexes down 
wardly to permit additional air to bypass venturi 
8 by flowing through port 42, chamber 34, and 
port Ali to the throttle bore. This opening of 
the reed valve is produced by the increased Suc 
tion at the higher engine speeds and the Suc 
tion deflects the free end of the reed valve away 
from port 62. This arrangement produces in 
effect an expandible carburetor since it gives in 
the Wide open range an air valve cal'buretor, 
without, however, giving the extreme Sensitivity 
of mixture quality produced by an air valve 
carburetor at, the idling and other ioW speed part 
throttle running colditions. 

From the foregoing description of the Con 
struction and node of operation of my carbu 
retor, it will be seen that I have provided a novel 
carburetor having one wet, diaphragm and one 
dry diaphragm both cooperating to control the 
fuel wave. This arrangement is advantageous 
in providing more opening force and permits the 
use of a stiffer valve Spring to provide a more 
positive valve-closing action. Furthermore, the 
two diaphragms in effect separate Wo functions 
while combining the effects of these two func 
tions to afford a more acCuiate control of the 
fuel valve. One of these functions is compen 
sation for variation in fuel preSSlire at the carbu 
retor inlet, due to variations in pump pressure or 
variations in fuel level in a gravity System. The 
other function is compensation for variations in 
engine demand. In this connection I Wish to 
point out that the dry diaphragin connects with 
the point of highest suction and flexes more 
rapidly than the wet diaphragm to respond to 
engine acceleration and other variable conditions 
of engine operation. 

also wish to call attention to the simplicity 
of the fuel valve control and the fact that the 
frusto-conical valve and its seat are the only 
parts requiring precision manufacture. The pin 
6 may form a relatively sloppy fit in the web 56 
and the other parts of the fuel control assembly 
may be readily made on conventional high pro 
duction equipment within tolerances suitable for 
such equipment. 
Another feature of niny invention lies in the 

arrangement of the parts whereby the fuel Valve 
is located close to the jets 39 and 32 and orifice 

.. 
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34 so that variations in the effect of gravity on 
the operation of the carburetor when the latter 
is inverted is held to a minimum. Also, the pas 
Sages connecting the fuel inlet With the delivery 
points are short and without unnecessary restric 
tions so that the fuel may flow freely there 
through except to the extent that it is controlled 
by the needle valves. 
Another feature of my invention lies in the 

provision of the check valve 8 and its associ 
ated structure. This check Waive is located in 
the fuel Supply line to the main jet 30 but in no 
Wise interferes with flow of fuel to that jet. On 
the other hand, this check valve closes instantly 
upon the creation of a condition which would 
tend to cause back-bleed through the high speed 
jet and thereby insures accurate metering of the 
fuel and Smooth operation when the throttle 
valve is in idle position or only slightly opened. 
In Fig. 3, I have shown an assembly utilizing 

a simplified and less expensive form of my novei 
carburetor. In this figure I have shown a carbu 
retor having a body 50 provided with a choke 
bore 52 having the usual choke valve 5. 
mounted therein. The carburetor also has a 
throttle bore 56 provided with a conventional 
throttle Valve 8. Between the two bores is a 
simplified restriction 66 in the form of a plate 
i S2 having a central orifice. The plate 2 may 
be press fitted or otherwise secured in the body 
of the carburetor. 
Connnnunicating With the throttle bore are 

three orifices 64, 66, and 68, all of which coin 
nect with the passageway (). Leading into the 
passageway it is an orifice T2 forming a valve 
seat for a needle valve or other adjustment valve 

6. A valve chamber 76 connects the orifice 
2 with passage 78 and threaded inlet 36 

adapted to receive the fitting 82 of a fuel line 
83 which extends downwardly and into the fuel 

supply reservoir 36. This reservoir is prefer 
ably shallow and located immediately beneath 
the carburetor to minimize the fuel lift and vari 
ations in fuel head in the reservoir. The reser 
Voir may be vented as indicated at 88. 
An elongated valve chamber 20 is parallel 

With the main axis of the carburetor and has 
openings or ports 92 and 94 connecting this 
valve chamber With the choke and throttle bores 
respectively. Attached to the carburetor body 
by means of a screw 96 is a reed valve iS8 so 
arranged that it normally lies flat as shown and 
covers or seals the port 92 to prevent flow of 
air from the choke bore through the reed valve 
channber and thus into the throttle bore. 

if desired, means may be provided for adjust 
ing the Spring tension of the reed valve 98. 
Such adjusting means may assume various forms 
but in the particular embodiment shown this 
means is illustrated as composed of an adjusting 
Screw 2 threaded into the cover 202 and Serv 
ing to vary the compression of a coil spring 294 
interposed between the screw 200 and the free 
end of the reed valve 98. In this arrangement 
the screw 200 is a high Speed adjustment effect 
ing the richness of the engine mixture at high 
Speeds only, whereas the needle valve 4 consti 
tutes the low Speed adjustment. 
The carburetor shown in Fig. 3 is an extremely 

simple form of carburetor of a type suitable for 
use on the less expensive types of engine-driven 
lawn mowers. In such installations the supply 
tank is made relatively shallow so that the mix 
ture variation between a full and nearly empty 
tank does not unduly affect the operation of the 
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6 
carburetor. Also, this tank is located innedi 
ately beneath the carburetor so that the overall 
fuel lift is maintained at a minimum. 
In the better grade of lawn mowers and other 

Small engine installations, the fuel tank is located 
above the carburetor and fuel runs by gravity 
from the fuel tank down into the carburetor. In 
utilizing this form of my carburetor in Such an 
installation, a float mechanism would be inter 
posed between the fuel supply line and the car 
buretor proper. 
While I have illustrated only two forms of Iny 

invention, it is to be understood that my inven 
tion is not limited to the particular embodiraenis 
shown but may assume numerous other forms 
and includes all modifications, variations, and 
equivalents coming within the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 
I claim: 
i. In a carburetor, a casing having a choke 

bore and a throttle bore in axial alignment with 
the diameter of the choke bore being at least 
substantially equal to that of the throttle bore, 
a restriction between said bores, said choke bore 
being adapted to communicate on its inlet side 
with a source of air, and said throttle bore being 
adapted to communicate on its outlet side With 
the intake manifold of an internal Combustion 
engine, a throttle valve in the throttle bore, a 
bypass passage around said restriction communi 
cating at its ends with said choke and throttle 
bores, respectively, adjacent to the restriction, 
valve means biased to normally close said pas 
Sage, said valve means being responsive to a 
pressure differential between said two bores cor 
responding substantially to full open throttle and 
less than normal engine load for said throttle 
opening, for opening said passage to bypass air 
around said restriction and thereby provide 
greater air flow between said two bores, and 
means for supplying fuel to air passing through 
Said bores. 

2. A carburetor as set forth in claim 1 in Which 
the choke bore and throttle bore are substantially 
straight and in which the bypass passage is 
formed in the casing immediately adjacent to 
and parallel to said bores. 

3. A carburetor as set forth in claim 1 in which 
said valve means is adjustable to thereby vary 
the pressure differential required to operate said 
Valve. 

4. A carburetor as set forth in claim 1 in which 
Said two bores are substantially straight and in 
Which said bypass passage is formed in said cas 
ing immediately adjacent to and parallel to said 
two bores, Said valve means comprising a reed 
Valve Secured to said casing within said bypass 
paSSage, and a removable cover forming a wall 
of Said passage and providing access to said reed 
Valve. 
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